Palm (no. 1528).

The specimen (No. 3) used for a fourth was obtained at Concepcion. president.

The specimen (No. 3) used for a fourth was obtained in the market at Acapulco - price, 0.35.

Send to So. through.
Aqua de Caldo - Heating Barley

This is made by adding to water barley flour or, more commonly, the
soaked barley ground on a "batalla". It is sugar, common salt, and "ajonjo-
li".

The mixture is a muddy grey color
and of a peculiar slightly laxative. It is
carried in the sack mounted
bars and kept in one coat again.
"Ajongoli" became
The seed used in making the
drink "Egua de Catoch"
"Pipitoria"

A candy resembling our peanut candy is made from ground nuts and brown sugar. Sold on the streets of Jeppestown for one cent a doz."
Parna 7.2.1895—Ronda

The word of this chart is used in making charts.
The spearmans (bars) were taught at Alford on 11 Aug 1897.
June 07
Agave fiber. Today Clay & I saw the Cora Indians making rope out of Agave fiber. The Agave entire stalk is turned into a thread-like spars (New & feathery) which grows in the mountains here.

The fiber is nearly a foot long, straight and fine, and reapeet in color. The spinning of the thread into a cord is performed by two women, one of whom holds the thread and the other pulls the cord. The instrument used in twisting is composed of two points. One is flattened and about 1-1/2 long with a
hole near the top and a box this whole thing is a notch.
The second piece is a bough following and wound with
and a small worm enough to work freely into the hole of the
1st piece. At one end of a
nub which prevents the block
ting pulled through the whole
of the first.
In making the end as well
as in leaving the thread the
ends are fastened on the whole
of the first piece which is
then finished according to
the person who is doing
the twisting.
Last and lengthened the person who is twisting gradually needs until and not to both perhaps long Eastern spun. Then this small end is doubled and the twisting continued between both persons using an instrument twisting in opposite direction. The end is doubled again the same process continued. These instruments are made of various material, one which fascinated at San Basso was made of.
was made of Bamboo, which they call "Bottle"
At Santa Teresa
a different mechanism was seen for operating the treadmill.
A thick pole 1 ft. long with a notch as in the above near the end; below the middle
is a small wheel 8 in. in diameter with toothed margin; this is made to revolve rapidly
by striking the wheel with a blow.

The wheel mounted on two upright stands is used in twisting the cotton; these are fastened at the end of the wheel with two bolts.
About 2ft. above these are joined together by a horizontal piece which passes through a hole at the top. At the center of this horizontal piece is a pointed metal rod 9 in. in diameter. At the end of this piece is a small pin from which two lines, the lines of which on the other side, the lines of which are fastened to the wheel that turns. It is made to revolve rapidly by a chain which turns the wheel. Then joined by the fireman who gradually releases the cord, everything. A small boy 7 years old was revolving the whole.

The weight piece, the wheel, and its four is then reversed rapidly and the cord is then

No. 5 The instrument.
No. 6 The levers from which the lines are made.
No. 7 The fulcrum as shown.
No. 8 The rope contact to fence.
All这些 were obtained from the Croo Indians nor at San Gabriel.

Ah (Plateado 8th 1st 2) I saw them break up about a sprinkler.

Five white fowl about 3 1/2 height are sitting on the ground.

2 points
Pepa - 2134 - Potato

The wild potato is common about Santa Fe [redacted] and is gathered and eaten by the Conejo Indians.
Top grass, no 9

This is a specimen of
the grass and in covering
the huts of the Indians 

from a hut at Pecho Punto.

Aug. 4/97
Agave

10 lbs of the wild Agave

seed at Colomes, for 400

4 packages of sugar

11 leaves of Agave, gamopetals

used by Coro Indians for

to make fine fiber which is

Kumismagali

No 12 This fiber fine

20 lbs A bag fine for

some fibers called
Agree

Today Problem was in aiding a dummy and could continue. The object of having this continue is for one person to

with face and form the lecture.

The film used was the long Again as common.

no. 14 straight filler
no. 15 tangle for African
no. 16 "health"
no. 17 "neck"
no. 18 "bodle end" amount — at 10. The three
1920. A group went
for a walk both at 
Maugersbury
Feb 1
Feb 11 & 22. Further work
from the plants. Seed planting
and sold at 
Botolmers, Feb 21 & 27

Jan 29. She took Mrs. Tisher to Botolmers
Jan 18. - you and
The letter for seven pounds
Also for Swinemund
Traghet at Botolmers
2025 - Yenta de Pyjote

2026 - Yenta de Compu - Analysen

2027 - Longa de Eue 52

2028 - Gazea del yerce / geral
$3 \times 7 = 21$

A decoction made from leaves of the
"Tigela" (Baccharis) obtained at Pietermaritzburg 1877.
Today (Aug 30) I saw the

fireflies

These tiny insects are often

seen at night near the

smokehouse.

The leaves are cut and dried,

and brought to the

butterfly

(called the chilean peaf).

The various segments of the

leaf being arranged in the case,

then each on one these segments

are embroidered with some named

threads. Be of about 15 ft. long.

These threads are then twisted

and tied into large bunches.

Date 11-32

Some 8 of these insects are
Then taken and worked into a very fine trade & wide. Three whips are exclusively monastic & maintained nine flexible. Those who man the trade after the master turned it over do not work into a bowl. These last sell for 150. They are fitted upon a tall wooden form.

The trade is secured together with thread made from the same fibres. This thread is made by the monks as needed. He keeps a large stock.
If little at his side (2 in. 95) and see he needs a rest
I forced him in the same corner
where he drank through
the mouth and the cub
now with his hand over
the apple of the leg. The
he charged it through his
gravelly skin. I repeated
the process until the
thread is complete (10/26)
11:31 to 11:30 tonight
at Kolerbrook Aug 30/97
Jolotéchi - Cetina
ho 87, See Note book no 1.

"Mangancilla" see
see 6 x 8
Sedal 1 Sagalee see but book 6 x 8
20-4-5 to 42

Total - 1043

An identified drift through
at Coocotna 29th 5, 1918

North - a yellow mesh
from the leaves of theSold
Brought at Mangancilla 5-11
Agave, the Mexican raquín used at Mezcal for drinking.

Agave filicina used for white wash brushes at Tequila.

"Huelo" is the name of a raquín and a distilled drink made from it. A small patch of the Agave is grown across the river from Puebla.

The drink is made by the techniques at the little town Hulelolo on a few miles above Balonco. This is hot on the streets at one cent a glass.
The plant is known as the "Tequila Plant." It is sometimes called the "papaya."

The part used is the leaf. The fiber is made from the leaves. It is very coarse and stiff and used for making rope. It is cleaned in the following manner. A bowl 8 feet wide is set up at an angle of about 45°. The fiber and matting are washed. The leaves and fibers are cut off and the leaf is placed on the bowl. The matting is scraped with a wide trowel, first from one side, then from the other.
Then it is turned over, the same
process is repeated. The leaf is
held on floor by having one end turned
down & held by the handle of the
knife.

20.76 The partial cleaned fiber
20.77 a cleaned fiber
20.48 fiber ready for spinning.

Sadle; sweater Called "Guadaceno"
are made at this little island. If
Bohios of this same fiber - and having
"Ciruelas" are also made; of this fiber
as well as fiber made from
A. filipes
Beezo - Pugsley

No — Fred Horler
A small buff bee already
Dollar Aug 29/47

No 47 - Ground egger bee
A small English sometich
insett with tuff brugh of
Bolomo Sept 12/47 June 07

No 80
A small ventures finkish
term started Bolomo Sept 12/47
June 07
tor 37 - kane

Learn (from son) if the wild
A game 501 in the Plaza at Balma
en tesho - 4 from
This morning is called 'Tapeante'
left at Balma and in Sunbeam.

Colchico.
A film is better and stronger
then the "inca" film

70.as

Met made from green oak
leaves: bought at Balma Apr 13
1887 and 03
No. 53

6 arrows belonging to the Free Sholes Indians given to me by Mr. Hosking.

No. 54

Barken Hickel arrow used in making the escape pole of the Cotton canoe.

No. 55 - Cotton canoe, "hornback" (abbreviation for a type of canoe made of bamboo wood; the usual of ironwood.

No. 56

Thread of cotton.

No. 57 - Cotton with seed.

No. 58 - Cotton balls.
Note 59 Heida obland at Botana Sept 18 47

Note 60 Heida fiber used for dish cloth obland at Botana.

A note -

Bought at Botana Sept 18 47

Used by all families at Botana. Collecting this next to the chief occupation of many Huichile Indians who bring loads of the fiber to Botana, collect them, cut, and roll it for our chief.
2062

Mr. grass used in taffy

25 pack bollies, covering nuts

Etc. Obtained what wish.

Of Baltimore, Sept. 17/7

2063 - Council

Used for cold - taken as

A tea - Also used to flavor

Roast meat.
1904 - Tejocote - Branden
Sold on the market at Branden
Stand on Agua Fria (0.5) Acre
as much stand. June 07

2085 - Agua Fria:
flowers called: Garita, used in cooking
Tejocote
20:60 - Garita, film ready for use

08:07 - The same brand, another stand.

10:08 - The same leaf

11:02 - Chocolate made well
By MacNamara
70 - Man

71 - Two men

72 - Uncle

73 - Acacia

"Thorn used to decline"

"quiver of Con Animas"
74 - brown = burro  
sierra > made mules 
called at Guatemala jun 18

75 Bagalonia latia Pae 
(204453) DROP plant

76 Bouilla mociana 
"bohernadora" used as a medicine.

77 Swolonia  
= Venadillo

78 Yela de Toro 
= Zinnia linearis  (3077)